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by the rotation of screw. 

tilinear motion, produced by rotary motion The spindle oarallel with the railer has arms 

., 

IMECHANICAL MOVEMENTS. 31 

102. Con1mon screw bolt and nut ; rec-: in every revolution. A point inserted in the
i

tilinear motion obtained from circular mo-: groove will traverse the cylinder from end 
tion. to end. 

103. Rectilinear motion of slide produced I 109. The rotation of th� screw at the left-
i 1! hand side produces a uniform recti inear 

I movement of a cutter which cuts another 

104. In this, rotary motion is imparted to: screw thread. The pitch of the screw to be 

the wheel by the rotation of the screw, or: cut may be varied by changing the sizes of 

rectilinear motion of the slide by the rota-'. the wheels at the end of the frame. 
tion of the wheel. Used in screw-cutting I

i 
and slide-lathes. I 

110. Uniform circular into uniform recti-I' 
; linear motion ; used in spooling-frames for 

105. Screw stamping-press. Rectilinear' 1 d'ea 111g 'd' h I d on to ti1e. or gm 1ng t e t 1rea 
motion from circular motion. 

spools. The roller is divided into two parts,
i 

j each having a fine screw thread cut upon it, 
1

106 and 107. Uniform reciprocating rec- one a right and the other a left hand screw. 

. 

of grooved cams. 
' 

I which carry nvo half-nuts, fitted t.o the
i
: screws, one over and the other t;nder the 
I 

108. Uniform reciprocating rectilinear mo-� roller. When one half-nut is in, the other 
1

tion from uniform rotary motion of a cylin- is out of gear. By pressing the leve'r to the
' 
Ider, in which are cut reverse threads or right or left, the rod is made to traverse in 
' 

grooves, which necessarily intersect twic:e : either direction. I' 
I 
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. mutilated p1111on, wluch dnves alternatelv 1 d · • the top and botton1 rac 

115• Rotary motion of the toothed wheels opposite side of the pinion, is free to tra-

each side, both wheels being of equal size. the full ength of stroke, 1t would cause the l

' 
. 
; 
··-----
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1 11. Micrometer cc:::-ew. Great power can ! rate pinion is used for each rack, the two 

be obtained by this device. The threads i racks being in different planes. Both pinions 
are made of different pitch and run in differ- ; are loose on the shaft. A ratchet-wheel is 

·ent directions, consequently a di� or nut fast on the shaft outside of each pinion, and 
fitted to the inner and smaller screw would 

l
: a pawl attached to the pinion to engage in 

traverse only the length of the difference be- : it, one ratchet-wheel having its teeth set in 
tween the pitches for every re,·olution of the ! one direction and the other 'having its teeth 
outside hollow screw in a nut: ! set in the opposite direction. When the 

' racks move one way, one pinion turns the 
I I 
l 112. Persian drill. The stock of the drill . shaft by means of its pawl and ratchet ; and I' ' 
·' has a very quick thread cut upon it and re- when the racks move the opposite way, the 

volves freely, supported by the head at the other pinion acts in the same way, one pinion 
top, which rests against the body. The but- , always turning loosely on the shaft. 
ton or nut shown on the middle of the screw 

· is held firm in the hand, and pulled quickly 117. A cam acting between two friction-
up and down the· stock, thus causing it to · rollers in a yoke. Has be�n used to give
rcvolv::: to the right and left alternately. the movement to the valve. of a steam en-

, gine. 
113. Circular into rectilinear motion, or 

vice versa, by means of rack and pinion. 118. A mode of doubling the length of 
. . . . . stroke of a piston-rod, or the throw of a 

11 4. ,.Unuorm c1rcu1ar 1not1on into rec,- I · . . 1 .i • e a t-. • • . crank. A pm1on revo vmg on a spin dl
procatmg rectilinear motion, bv means of t-. . . . 

· 
k , 

·ti . ·1e connectmg-ro d or •tp1 man 1s 111 
gear w,t 1 a fi1xed rack. Another rack carne 

· · 

1 d tac 1e o 

b 'd d b cly a gui e-ro a ove, an 111 gear wit 1 1 the 

verse backward and forward. Now, as the roduces rectilinear motion of the double ' P I• connec�1ng-rorack and gives equal force and velocity to 
. . . 

d commu111cat.es to tI1e p1111on _a
· 

top rack to traverse the same distance, if the 
116. A substitute for the crank. Recip- bottom rack was alike movable ; but :2s the 

rocating rectilinear motion of the frame car- latter is fixed, the pinion is made to rotate, 
rying the <;louble rack produces a uniform and consequently the top rack travels double 
rotary motion of the pinion-shaft. A sepa- the distance. 

http:commu111cat.es
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the shaft carrying the two pinions, one of ! 1:i4. Fiddle drill. Reciprocating recti-
which gears with one and the other with the J linear n1otion of the bow, the string of _
other segment, the Jaws are brought to- r which passes around the pulley on the spin
gether with great force. 

l\.Iotion used 10 air-pumps. On vi•�7with crank-wrists attached, produces -a va- [ 

-
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I 19. Reciprocating rectilinear motion of 

the bar carrying the oblong endless rack,
produced by the uniform rotary motion of 
the pinion working alternately above and 
below the rack. The shaft of the pinion 
moves up and down in, and is guided by, the 
slotted bar. 

-·---..-· ..-- ..----·,
[ the double rack gives a continuous rotary
J motion to the center gear. The teeth on 
/ the rack act upon those of the two semi-cir
I 
I 
I 

1 :::o. Each jaw is attached to one of the l
two segments, one of which has teeth out- i 
side and the other teeth inside. On t'urning !' 

cular toothed sectors, and the spur-gears at
tached to the sectors operate upon the cen
ter gear. The two stops on the rack shown 
by dotted lines are caught by the curved 
piece on the center gear, and lead the 
toothed sectors alternately into gear with 
the double rack. 

die carrying the drill, producing alternating 
rotary motion of the drill. 

121. Alternating rectilinear motion of the I 
rod attached to the dis�-wheel produces an 

125_ A modification of the motion shown
intermittent rotary motion of the cog-wheel in 122, but of a more complex character.
by n1eans of the click attached to the disk-
wheel. This motion, which is reversible by 1
throwing over the click, is used for the feed 

126. A bell-crank lever, used for changingof planing machines and other tools. the direction of any force. 

. .12:i. The rotation of the two spur-gears, . 

riable alternating traverse of the horizontal b�atrng the lever fixed_ on tl�e same_ �haft 
with the spur-gear, rec1procatmg rect1l_1nearbar. 
motion is imparted to the racks on each 
side, which are attached to the pistons of 

123. Intended as a substitute for the two pumps, one rack always ascending while 
crank. Reciprocating rectilinear motion of the other is descending. 
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· 1 s t' · resente tion rep1n the posi
__ . 

half the ?ifference between the larger and 134 Uniform circular motion into recti-_ . I! 

smaller circumferences of the windlass bar- linear by ineans of a ope or band, which is r. 

rotation o t e cam. 
· h 

i the end of the next. the toothed sector. 

.'! 

'. 

.r, 
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:1 128. A continuous rotary motion of the; bars n1ove toward perpendicular positions 
·a
: shaft carrying the three wipers produces a j and force the lower disk down. The top 

reciprocating rectilinear motion of the rec- ! disk must be firmly secured in a stationary
tangular frame. The shaft must revolve in position, e"cept as to its revolution. 
the direction of the arrow for the parts to be 

. . d 

! 

33. A imp1e press mo 10n . ·is given · 

Clunese windlass. 
i 

Tl11s 
-throu�h the hancl-cra�k �n the pi?ion-shaft; 

embraces! the p1n1on communicating
I toothed sector, which �cts 

by means of the rod wluch connects 1t there
with. 

motion to the 
upon th� platen, 

129. 

i
the same principles as the micrometer screw 
11 r. The movement of the pulley in 
every revolution of the windlass is equal to ! 

I 

wound once or more times around the drum.I
.i' rel.
! _ _ 

1 30. Shears for cutting iron plates, etc. 
The jaws are opened by the weight of the! 

y the , 1) 

i . . n-135· l\I d'fi 0f 1 1 
1. 9 1 cation tie tnang� ar �ccea

tnc 91, usec !t 1e steam en<r1ne 1n t 1eonI 1l l dbJong arm of the upper one, anc c ose 
. f h 

. ..1. Tl .
1 •ans n int. 1e circu ar 1 • Ie unc car-

·•nes t l1e tnangu1ar tappet, wl11c 
an alternate rectilinear motion to the 

d' k 1:,b 1 1s -
·commun1-;

I13r. On rotating the disk carrying the 
crank-pin working in the slotted arm, reci-
procating rectilinear motion is imparted to 
the rack at the bottom by the vibration of 

cates 

I valve-rod. The valve is at rest at the com
l pletion of each stroke for an inst:int, and is 
pushed quicklyt 

I 

! 

across the steam-ports to . 

136. .I\. cam-wheel-of which a side \'iew
j . 

132. This is a n1otio:1 Y..-hich has been; 
used in presses to produce the necessary; is shown -has its rim formed into teeth, or 

�ressure upon the platen. Horizontal �o- j n1ade cf �ny �rofile fonn desired. The rod _a_t1on 1s given to the arm of the lever which; to the nght 1s 1nacle to press constantly
turns the upper disk. Between the top and: against the teeth or edge of the rim. On 
botto1n disks are two bars which enter' turning the wheel, alternate rectilinear mo
holes in the dis ks. These bars are in ob-! tion is com1nunicated to the rod. The char
lique positions, as shown in the drawing, 1 

acter of this motion may be varied by alter
when the press is not in operation ; but ing the shape of the teeth or profile of the· 
when the top disk is 1-:1ade to ro�ate, the . edge of the rim of the wheel. 

- ·--·--- -





i 

valve-fod is attached. 

139. The intern�! rack, carr_1ed by the shaft \Vorm slides upon shaft, but 1s made · . 

the pinion c_an gear ,:,-1th either �1dc of the ; carried by a small traversing-frame, which 

frame, and the traversing-frame also carries p1n1?� 1s ma�e to produce reciprocating · 

i _ t du 1e 144 A svstem of crossed levers, termed 
straight parts of the saw. " A short al�ernati�f �er.ti-''. Lazy Tongs.

1. • 

; also mac�me for _ra1smg sunken vessels

:tvlECHANICAL MOVEMENTS. 39 
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137. Expansion eccentri_c used in France l continued, the spur-gear would make an en
to work the slide-valve ot a steam engine. I tire revolution. During half a revolution
The eccentric is fixed on the crank-shaft, ! the traverse would have been shortened a
and communicates motion to the forked vi-
bratin(Y to the bottom of which the 

: certain amount at every revolution of disk,
according to the size of spur-gear ; and dur
ing the other half it would ha\'c gradually 

arm :
! 
· lengthened in the same ratio. 

138. On turning the cam at the bottom a 
variable alternating rectilinear motion is im- r 43. Circular motion into alternate rec-
parted to the rod resting on it. tilinear motion. l\1otion is transmitted

through pulley at the left upon the_ 
: 

. . 
rectang�la! [rame, 1s fre� t� slide up and 

worm-

to turn with it by means of a groove cut in _a

; 

!
down ,�1th1n 1t for a ce�tam _chstan�e, so that_ 

r�C�- <:;onhnuous Cll"CUlar mot1�n 

! shaft, and a key in hub of worm. \Vorm 1s 

of �he r slides upon a horizontal bar of the fix_ed 

rectilinear n1ot1on of rectangular frame. the toothed wheel into which the worm gears. 
1 0 The too-<rle-·oint arrancred for a . One end of a connecting-rod is attached 

to fixed f1"3:me at the right and �he J°t��_pun�l;ing machi::e. J Lever at fue right i� 1 end to a wnst secured in toothed w�eea.nlade to operate upon the J"oint of the to,Ycrle00 turnincr worm h ft t t"on 1s trans--s a , roary mobv means of the horizontal connecting-link. . o ' !; m1tted by worm to wheel, which, as 1t re-
volves, is f?rced by connec!ing-rod to. make
an alternating traverse motion.141. Endless-band saw. Continuous ro-

tar . motion of the pulleys is made to pro-. ·1· .)'e� contmuous rect1 mear motion of I 
i
1 

14:?. Movement used li_ne:ir motion of rod at the ng!1t w1l give afor varying the !: 
.lencrth of the traversin(Y <Yuide-bar which in"" • • • ""' 0 • ' 

s1m1la� but much greater mot1?n to_ rod �t
tl1e Jett · It 1·s frequent!" used 1n ch1ldren·s

It has be:n applied in �ranee to a 
1i ·\ toys. _. 

silk m:ichmery, guides the silk on to spools 
or bobbins. 'The spur-gear, turnincr free! I

l on its center is carried round by th� Iaro-e{a
circular disk'. which turns on a fixed central i ·stud, which has a pinion fast on its end.
Upon the spur-gear is bolted a small crank, 1 

;: applied to ships' pumps, three-quarters of a 
century ago.1t 145. Reciprocating curvilinear motion of 
the beam gives a continuous rotary, motion 
to the crank and fly-wheel. The small 

to which is jointed a connecting-rod attached
to traversing guide-bar. On turning thea·

: 

disk, the spur-gear is made to rotate partly standard at the left. to which is attached one 
upon its center by means of the fixed pinion, end of the lever with which the beam is con1and consequently brings crank nearer to : nected by the connecting-rod, has a horizon
center of disk. If the rotation of disk was tal reciprocating rectilinear movement.f :

lI! ·-------------------

I 





� 

147. Steam engine governor. The oper- worm on the upper shaft actino- on 
ation is as follows :- On engine starting toothed wheel on the screw-�haft c:uses 

the 
the i 

cross-head beino- loose on the shaft. The 

therefore run up the inclined planes and tilinear motion. The studs on the rotating 

raise the cross-head, to the upper part of 
onnected a lever operating upon which is c

the engine. the regulating-valve of 

spur-gears produces alternate circular mo- which is operated upon by he next stud, t

tion of the crank attached to the laro-er o-ear 

lvlECHANICAL l\!lOVEMENTS. 

146. Conti�uous �otary n1��ion of th� disk r that either may be made to act upon the 
produces rec1procat1ng rectilinear motion ofa, lever to which the valve-rod is connected. 
the yoke-bar, by means of the wrist or crank- A greater or less movement of the valve is 
pin on the disk working in the groove of the produced, according as a ca1n of greater orIyoke. The groove may be so shaped as to less throw is opposite the lever.

' ' obtain a uniform reciprocatin� rectilinear 1 5 1. Continuous circular into continucus. 
motion. 

' 
!' 

but much slower rectilinear n1otion. The 

'the spindle revolves and carries round the right and left hand screw-threa�ls to move 
cross-head to which fans are attached, and the nuts upon them toward or from each 
on which are also fitted two friction-rollers other accordino- to the direction of rotation. 
,vhich bear on two circular inclined planes , .i:,I 1:n elhpso�raph.attached securely to the center shaft, the 

152· he trave:sc bar:

a .ball orcross-head is n�ade hea\·y, or has 

other weight attached, and is dri\·en by the 
circular inclined planes. As the speed of 

_
! (shown In an oblique position) carnes two 
s�uds which slid: in the grooves of the cross
piece. By ta at

j 
u�ning the traverse bar an! _a _ 'atached pen:'.l Is made to describe an el11p�e 

by the rectilinear n1ovement of the studs Inthe center shaft increases, the resistance of 
the grooves.the air to the wings tends to retard the rota-

tion of the cross-head; the friction-rollers I 53· Circular motion into alternating rec

disk strike the projection on the under side 
of the horizontal bar, n1ov1ng it  one direc
tion. The return motion is given by n1eans 

motion of the of the bell-crank or elbow-lever, one arm of148. Continuous circular 

and the other strikes the stud 011 the front 
I:> 0 . ,  

. .of the horizontal bar. 
I 54-

149. Uniform circular converted, by the 
cams acting upon the levers, into alternatinir 
rectilinear motions of the attached rods. 

Circular motion into altcrnatin"' rec-• l:>

tilinear motion, by the action of the studs on 
A valve motion for working steam the rotary disk upon one end of the bell150. 

expansively. The series of cams of varying crank, the other end of which has attached 
throw are movable lengthwise of the shaft so to it a weighted cord passing over a pulley. 
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a connecting-rod beino- substi- pin, coming 1n contact with the stud on . t e described 

161. Centrifugal go,·ernor for steam en- belt in  the followino- manner :-The telt 

J?evel-gears at the top, �nd the balls fl� out and the upper and lower ones fast. When -

MECHANICAL MOVE:MEXTS. 

155.  Reciprocating rectilinear motion horizontal shaft and bevel-gears, and the 
into intermittent circular motion by means lower gears control the rise and fall of the
of the pawl attached to the elbow-lever, and i shuttle or gate over or through which the 
operating in the to?th�d whe_el. l'rlotion is I water flows to the wheel. The action is as.given to the_wheel 1n e1�her d1rect1on accord- follows : - The two be:el-iears �n the lo,�·er
ino- to the side on which the pawl works. part of the center spmclle, which are fur
This is used in giving the feed-motion to nished with studs, are fitted loosely to the
planing n1achines and other tools. said spindle and remain at rest_ so long_ as 

1 ·6. Circular motion into variable alter- the governor has a proper velocity ; but 1m
nati�o- rectilinear n1otion by the wrist or mediately that the velocity increases, the 
crank':pin on the rotating disk working in bal!s, flying further out, draw up the pin
the slot of the bell-crank or elbow-lever. which 1s attached to a loose sleeve wluch

d clown the spindl�, and tl�sr 57. A modification of the movement last s�ides UJ? ana ._a

ul?per bevel gear, causes t?at gea� to rotate tuted for ti1e slot in the bell-crank. o .with the spindle and to give motion to the 
I 58. Reciprocating curvilinear motion of lower horizontal shaft in such a direction as the treadle gives a circular motion to the to make it raise the shuttle or gate, and sodisk. A crank may be substituted for the reduce the quantity of water passing to thedisk. wheel. On the contrarv, if the speed of the 
1 59. A modification of 158, a cord and pul- governor decreases below that required, tl:e

ley being substituted for the connec�ing rod. pin falls and gives motion to the lower t�-
Alternating curvilinear motion into vel-gear, which drives the horizontal shaft 1n 160.

alternating circular. \Vhen the treadle has the opposite direction and produces a con
been depressed, the spring at the top ele- trary effect. 
vates it for the next stroke ; the connecting 163. Another arrangement for a water
band passes once round the pulley, to which wheel governor. In this the governor con
it gives motion. trols the shuttle or gate by means of the 

cranked lever, which acts on the strap or 

crines. The central spindle andattached arn1s runs on one of three pulleys, the middle one 
�nd balls are driven from the engine bv the of which is loose 
trom the center by cei:itnfugal force . 

on the governor spindle 

l f the the governor is running at the proper speed
speed of the eng1ne increases, the b�lls fly the belt is on the loose pulley, as shown ; but 
o�t further from the center, and so raise the , when the speed increases the belt is thrown
slideaat the botton1 and thereby rcclu�e t l�c I on the lower pulley, and thereby �a used to . .opemng of _the �egul_ating-,·ah:e _wh1�h 1s_ • act upon suitable gearing for raising the gate 
connected w1th said shde: A chmmut1on ot or shuttle and decreasing the supply of wa
speed produces an opposite effect. ! tcr. A reduction of the speed of the gover-

162. Water-wheel governor acting on the ,· nor brings the belt <;>n the upper pulley, 
same principle as 16r, but by different which acts upon gearing for producmg an1means. The governor is driven by the top opposite effect on the shuttle or gate. -·- -- --- -
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oint shown in 40. the too-o-l e -J·

Instead of the arms being connected 
o · , ; 

MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS. 

' 
Intermediate between the first crank 

Ob 

164- A knee-lever, differing slightly froma. crank. 
I t  is  often l and the n1ovin2: power is a shaft carrving a 

• -
second crank, of an invariable radius, con-as a great i

: 
used for presses and stamps,
force can be obtained by it. The action 

lo,vering the horizontal 
nected with the same pitman. \Vhile the 

is by raisincr0 or first crank n10\·es in a circular orbit, the pin
'aat the end of the pitman is compelled to'lever. 

165. <::;ircular into rectilinear motion. 
waved-wheel or c:i.m on the upright shafta

The mcive in an elliptical orbit, thereby increas
ing the leverage of the main crank at those ;

communicates a rectilinear motion to the . points which are most favoraule for the 
upright bar through the oscillating rod. ! transmission of power. 

166. The rotation of the disk carrying the i 1 69. A inodification of 168, in which a 
crank pin gives a to-and-fro motion to the : link is used to connect the pitman with the 
connecting-rod, and the slot allows the rod : main crank, thereby dispensing with the slot 
to remain at rest at the termination of eacl. ' in the said crank. 

!stroke ; it has been used in a brick-press, 170. Another fonn of stean1 engine go,·
in which the connecting-rod draws a mold 'aernor. 

crossbackward and forward, and permits it to rest , with a slide workino- on a spindle the�· · · at the termination of each stroke, that the I; each other and are elongated upward beyond 
the top thereof and connected with the valve-clay n1ay be deposited in it and the brick : 

extracted. f rod by two short links. 
167. A drutn or cylinder having an endless I l j I .  Valve motion and reversing gear 

spiral groove extending all around it ; one : used in oscillatinc:r marine engines. The 
half of the groove having its pitch in one, i two eccentric rod; gh·e an oscillating mo
and the other half its pitch in the opposite ! tion to the slotted link which works. the 
direction. A stud on a reciprocating recti� j curved slide over the trunnion. \Vithin the 
linearly moving rod works in the groove, and ' slot in the curved slide is a pin attached to 
so converts reciprocating into rotary n1otion. ; the arm of a rock-shaft which gives motion 
This has been used as a substitute for thea: to the valve. The cun·e of the slot in the 
crank in a steam engine. : slide is an arc of a circle described from the 

168. The slotted crank at the left hand of center of the trunnion, and as it moves with. . .
the figure is on the main shaft of an engine, ! the cylinder it does not interfere with the 
and the pitman which connects it with the ' stroke of the valve. The two eccentrics 
reciprocating moving power is furnished : and link are like those of the link motion 
with a pin which wo:-ks in the slot of the ! used in locomotives. 
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.1aft work� throug� an opemng in a fixedis secured a screw with a tappet-wheel sl_i _i _
of disk, 1n which 1s a circular slot. At the endat one extremit\·. On each revolution 

of the said shaft is a slotted crank. A slide the disk the tappet-wheel comes in contact 
with a pin or tappet, and thus receives an in- fits in the slot of the crank and in the �ircu

i lar slot ; and to the outward extremity of 

172. A mode of obtaining an egg-shaped
elliptical movement. 

A t ·173. movemen used 'lk1n s1 · mach'tnery
for the same purpose as that described in 
I 42. On the back of a disk or bevel-gear 

termittent rotarv movement. A wrist secured
1to a nut on the 'screw enters and works in a 

slotted Ixir at the end of the rod which 
guides the silk on the bobbins. Each revo
lution of the disk varies the length of stroke 
of the guide-rod, as the tappet-wheel on the 
end of the screw turns the screw with it,
and the position of the nut on the screw is 
therefore changed. 

174- Carpenters' bench-clamp. By push
ing the clamp between the jaws they are 
made to turn on the screws and clamp the 
sides. 

1 7;. A means of giving one complete re-

f turning the crank to which said ring .is at-
tached. 

178. Contrivance for varying the speed of 
. . • •h _i er • ert e shde carry in.,, the cuttm,,. tool m slotting 

and shaping machines, etc. Th: drivingi 

this slide is attached the connecting-rod
which works the slide carrying the cutting 
tool. \Vhen the driving-shaft rotates the 
crank is carried round, and the slide carry
ing the end of the connecting-rod is guided
by the circular slot, which is placed eccen
trically to the shaft ; therefore, as the slide 
approaches the bottom, the. length of the 
crank is shortened and the speed of the con
necting-rod is diminished. 

179. Reversing -gear for a single engine. 
On raising the eccentric-rod the valve-spin
dle is released. The engine can then be re-
versed by working the upright lever, after 

Yolution to the crank of an engine to each which the eccentric-rod is let down again. 
stroke of the piston. The eccentric in this case is loose upon the 

176 and 177. Contrivance for uncoupling shaft and driven bya projection on the shaft 
engines. The wrist which is fixed on one acting upon a nearly semi-circular projection 
arm of the crank (not shown) will comm uni- on the side of the eccentric, which permits 
cate motion to the arm of the crank which the eccentric to turn half-way round on the 
is represented, when the ring on the lat- shaft on reversing the valves. 
ter has its slot in  the position shown in 180. This only differs from 174 in be
I 76. But when the ring is turned to bring ing composed of a single pivoted clamp 
the slot in the position shown in 177, operating in connection with a fixed side

i the wrist passes through the slot ,vithout I piece.
l 
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si tion shown in 18  r. 

1a 1e ean1 ceases a m1ss1on o s 

gab 1n the eccentric-rod. arrano-ement of levers terminatinrr in a ban-

TVlECHAXICAL lvlOVEMENTS. 

18 1 and 182. Diagc1�al catch or hand-gear slide and pin connected with an arrangement 
used in large blowing and pumping engines. of levers terminating at the valve-stem. The 
In 181 the lower stean1-vah-e and upper link, in moYing with the action of the eccen
eduction-valve are open, while the upper tries, carries with it the slide, and thence 
steam-valve and lower eduction-valve are motion is con1municated to the valve. Sup
shut ; consequently the piston will be as- pose the link raised so that the slide is in 
cen<ling. In the ascent of the piston-rod the middle, then the link will oscillate on 
the lower handle will be struck by the pro- the pin of the slide, and consequently the 
jecting tappet, and, being raised, will be- valve will be at rest. If the link is moved Icon1e engaged by the catch and shut the . so that the slide is at one of its extremities, 
upper eduction and lower steam valves ; at ] the whole throw of the eccentric connected 
the same ti1ne, the upper handle being dis- I with that extremity will be given to it, and 
engaged from the catch, the back weight will ; the valve and steam-ports will be opened to 
pull the handle up and open the upper steam j the full, and it will only be toward the end 
and lower eduction valves, when the pis- I· of the stroke that they will be totally shut, 
ton will cons��uently descend. 182 repre- c�nsequently th� steam ,�ill have been ad

Isents the pos1t1on of the catchers and han- i m,ttetl to the cylinder dunng almost the en
dles when the piston is at the top of the tire length of each stroke. But if the slide 
cylinder. In going down, the tappet of the is between the middle and the extremity of 
piston-rod strikes the upper handle and the slot, as shown in the figure, it receives 
throws the catches and handles to the po- only a part of the throw of the eccentric, 

and the steam-ports will only be partially 
opened, and are quickly closed ao-ain, 

. .tl t tl d f t 
O so

mesO 
. .183 and 184 represent a mod1ficat1on of . . I

181 and 182, the diagonal catches being su- t ·  b r·1me e1ore t e h t·•term1na 10n f th o t okee s r · 
1 d b Y two qua rants. persec e d and the steam is worked expansively. The 

the slide is to the middle of the slot 

, 

185. Link-motion valve-gear of a locomo- : 
tive. Two eccentrics are used for one valve, 

nearer 
the greater will be the expansion, and r1ice!

1one for the forward and the other for the versa. 

186. Apparatus for disengaging the eccen
tric-rod from the valve-gear. By pulling up 

backward movement of the engine. The ! 

Iextremities of the eccentric-rods are jointed 
to a curved slotted bar, or, as it is termed, a !  the spring handle below until it catches in 
link, which can be raised or lowered by an , the �otch, a, the �in is disengaged from the 

187 and 188. Modifications of 
o 0

die as shown. In the slot of the link is a 
1a

186. 

I
i' ,I 





I S  A Other modification of 186 9. n . . 

MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS. 5 I 
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onprovidedbein2:circle of teeth on!)' one !, -I 

the wheel. •! \V1th all of these mangle-wheels 

' 
! 

190. A screw-clamp. On turning the! the �inion-shaft is guid�d and the pinion 
: ke?t in gea� by a groo�e 111 the :vheel. �hehandle the screw thrusts upward against the .

holder, which, operating as a lever,· holds [ sa1� shaft is madei with � universal JOin�, _which allows a portion of it to have tl�e v1-down the piece of wood or other material i _i _
! bratory motion necessary to keep the p1n10n placed under it on the other side of its ful -
i in gear. crum. ! 
; ' 

191. Scroll-gears for obtaining agradually [ 195. A mode of driving a pair of feed- f 

increasing speed. !' rolls, the opposite surfaces of which require I 
:i to move in the same direction. The two j

wheels are precisely similar, and both gear 192. A variety of what is known as the ; I 
" mangle-wheel." One variety of this was • into the endless screw which is arranged be ' 

twec1: them. The teeth of one �vheel only illustrated by 36. In this ;ne the speedi: _i I
are visibl�, thos: o� the other bemg o� thevaries in every part of a rc\·olution, thei, I' 
back or side which 1s concealed from view.groove, b, ti_, in  which the pinion-shaft is ; !' 

guided, as well as the series of teeth, being ' 
eccentric to the axis of the wheel. ! 196. The pinion. B, rotates about a fixed 

I •
I axis and gives an irregular vibratory motion 

193. Another kind of mangle-w!1eel with : to the arm carrying the wheel, A. 
its pinion. \Vith this as well as with that /
in the preceding figure, although the pinion '  197. \Vhat is called a " m:mgle-rack." A 
continues to revolve in one direction, the continuous rotation of the pinion will give a 
mangle-wheel will make almost an entire re- reciprocating motion to the square frame. 
volution in one direction and the same in an The pinion-shaft must he free to rise and • 
opposite direction ; but the revolution of the ' fall, to pass round the guides at the. ends of 
wheel in one direction will be slower than the rack. This motion may be modi.fied as 
that in the other, owing to the greater radius follows :-If the square frame be fixed, and 
of the outer circle of teeth. the pinion be fixed upon a shaft made with 

a universal joint, the end of the shaft will 
194. Another mangle-wheel. In this thei, describe a line, similar to that shown in the 

speed is equal in both directions of motion,i! drawing, around the rack. 

---- --- - ------- ---------------- - -·------- - --- - -------





as in the former figure. 
the frame carrying the rack is jointed to the j 202_ \,Vorm or endless screw and worm

on the other side. 

"' i . 
to the straight arm. 199. Another form of mangle-rack. The i 

pinion being properly in gear. 

wheel, the teeth of one series alternating in I 

wheel. 206. A continuous circular n1ovement of 

the ratchet -wheel, produced by the vibration 

MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS. 53 -------- ------ --- ·- --·-·------------------- -
198. A modification of 197. In this the :I ment to thee· horizontal arm, and a variableI .

pinion revolves, but does not rise and falle reciprocating movement to the rod, A.• 

The portion of 
;
f
/ 

whenmain portio� �f the frame by rods, s� t'.1at i wheel. i\-Iodification of 30, used_
when the p1mon arn\·es at the end it lifts I steadiness or great power is required. 
the rack by its own movement, and followse:

! 
A regular vibrating movement of the 

curved slotted arm o·ives a variable vibration 
I 
! 

:?OJ. 

lantern-pinion reYoh·es continuously in one 1 

. I
direction, and gives reciprocating motion to I 
the square frame, which is guided by rollers _e
or grooves. The pinion has only teeth in 

I
; 

less than half of its circumference, so that 
I

' 
while it engages one side of the rack, the !

I
I toothless half is directed against the other. J 

I 
I· 

The large tooth at the commencement of ! 
I each rack is made to insure the teeth of the ;
I 1 

204. An illustration of the transmission of 
rotary motion from one·eshaft to another, ar
ranged obliquely to it, by means of rolling 
contact. 

:?05. Represents a wheel driven by a pin-
ion of two teeth. The pinion consists in re
alitv of two cams which uea� with two dis-.- ' b

!
i tinct series of teeth on opposite sides of the 

position with those of the other. 

! 

A mode of obtaining two different 
speeds on the same shaft from one drivinu-

zoo. :' 
I 

b I 

l 

zo1. A continual rotation of the pinion ,i (obtained through the irregular shaped geare:' 

I L----

at the left) gives a variable vibrating move- ! 

----· ----- ---·-·· .. .. 

of the lever carrying two pawls, one of which 

engages the ratchet-teeth in rising and the 

other in falling. 
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